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Concatenate function in crystal report

However, there are times when the selected expert itself has won T provides sufficient flexibility for the selection of the record you need to. If a shared repository database has been created with Crystal Reports 9, you need to migrate everyone or some of the repository objects in version 9 in the new version 10 Crystal Management Server repository
for use with crystal reports 10. If you are You want to limit the report according to the subtitles or summaries of the group, or somehow limit the report using second-step formulas, you need to use a group selection formula instead of a record selection formula. The results are obvious: no matter how extensive names or narrow or narrow cities are
positioned next to the other elements (with a space in between). If you declare a variable with the same name in another formula, it won the value from the first formula. Crystal reports do not require an Else clause in an IF-Then-All in the crystal syntax. Truncated will simply throw away the fractional portion of the result, do not round into the
process. Deleting a text or bitmap object from the repository is similar to the cancellation of folders. This operator appears only when using a string field. If you select more objects of different data types, the common tab will be displayed by default and you will be able to change only the formatting options that apply to all selected objects: Type of
data Ã ¢ â,¬ "The optionSpecifications They will not be available until you cancel the format editor, select one or more objects with the same data type and the recharal. If the main logic of the custom function changes (perhaps business holidays or a discount percentage change With the new year), the modification of the function In its position you
will reflect in all the formulas that use this function is Ã ¢ â,¬ "you have won I have to change each and each formula to change the logic of the formula. You can also right-click on the function name In the formula formation tree and choose Add to a From the pop-up menu. Most format editor options are quite self-explanatory in terms of data type
formatting. To show the contents of a variable, you simply have to declare it. If the formula provides the topic, overwrite the default value for the topic that you need to provide if you declare a topic as optional. While you can add a SQL command to the report from the Repository Explorer (you need to do this in the database expert), you can rename or
delete it from there. Run the selected expert by clicking Select Expert in the Expert Tools toolbar. Start with the word Select followed by a database field, formula or other expression. A crucial integrated function you will use very often in string formulas is TOTEXT, which is used to convert other data types into a string data type so you can use them
in concatenation or comparison formulas. Although it was used to use the declaration liz only once in Visual Basic, it is necessary to use it with the basic syntax in each formula in which you want to refer to a variable. In many cases, the selection of records is the most part that requires time of the report process, in particular with larger databases.
This is a leading candidate for a run-time formula error. Although the crystal reports offer a large number of formatting choices on the formatting toolbar, there are still some formatting options that you can perform with the toolbar buttons. Note that the selection expert has carried out the operator and the operator between the two parts of the
selection formula. However, if you want to check the formatting of converted values in your formula, it is still necessary to use TOTEXT for Custom formatting. The format editor is not a former editor, but a card dialog box that displays a variable card set, depending on the type of data of the object that is formatted. Now you can create a Boolean
formula to limit the records using group summaries or second-pass formulas. ride. It can eliminate the formulas from these sections, because they do not correctly evaluate. If you add new fields to the report, Crystal Reports knows that you must request the database and does it without prompt. Many signaling requirements can be creatively satisfied
using the date fields in the record selection. If you want to view the date in a mm / dd / yyyy format to make the more readable date, you can use string index operators to choose the individual parts of the date, add some string levels and reorganize the appearance of the date. Page 2 There are many reporting situations where you need to manipulate
data types of date, time or date / time. To force the formula that accumulates the total rush to the second step, where the total run is calculated correctly after the records were grouped, add the declaration of evaluation of the control time to the formula, as follows: WinHiPrintingRecords; Currency Var Monthly: = Monthly Monthly + {Orders.Order
Amount} ATTENTION Ã ¢ Not confused If you can insert a subtotal, synthetic or total total on a second formula of the pass. Tip Ã, the DATTIFF function is not limited to calculating the differences between dates. Finally, check the setting of used indexes or server for the speed option. You can create many tabs and comparisons you need. The
memorization of customized functions in the repository is covered in this chapter and in chapter 7. It is necessary to consider in advance what type of data your variable possess and declare the correct type of variable accordingly. Specify a name for the object to be displayed in the repository. Sorting and grouping takes place during this step. You
can modify this formula to the contents of your heart, provided that the final finite formula is a formula - At the end, only true or false returns (refer to Chapter 5 for more information on Boolean formulas). You can add and remove items from the Box Clicking on the Add and Delete buttons appear next to the box. For example (and this list is not
completely inclusive), the formula cannot contain time evaluation functions (such as WhilOrindingRecords), all the summary functions used with database fields (as a sum ({orders.order amount}) or any Variables exchanged different from the room. There is no recessed expiration years ago. If you want to use a typed-in formula, you have two choices:
Select Ratent Selection formulas Group from the drop-down menus or selection of the group in the formula selection formula formula formula. You can enter an initial date of 1/1/2001 and a final date of 12/31/2001. Therefore, it is necessary to use a record selection formula. In the previous example, you saw how to accumulate variable values in the
Details section and how to restore them by assigning them a value of 0 in the group header (or in another report area). If you wish to check the option for all new reports in the future, look for the option on the file options database tab. This formula can then be concatued with cities and zip database fields in another formula to form a zip line in the
city. Currency Activates / deactivates the display of a currency symbol (the symbol chosen as default currency symbols in the Windows control panel) with the object. If you include saved data, the report will immediately display the Preview tab that shows the saved data the next time you open the .RPT file Ã ¢ â,¬ will not require any database
request. And the round function incorporated around a numerical value to a specified number of decimal seats. You can choose one of the elements in the Aux-Down list for comparison. When you click on this type of formula in the details section, it's not Some subtotal, summary or large total options in the drop-down or pop-up menus, since subtitles,
summaries and large totals are calculated in the simplecords pass. Block the TOWGGLE format. Towggle. To change other property properties on the object. The UFL is supplied to Crystal report from an external dynamic connection library developed in another programming language. You may want to accumulate some value since the report
progresses so you can print a total in a group more page or report page. The previous formula has been slightly improved in the following formula, using a Boolean operator to combine two comparisons: if {orders.order amount}> 5000 and month ({order.order data}) = 12 then "Order vacation bonus" order Regular "Here, the order amount must
exceed 5,000 and the order must have been inserted in December for the formula to return the holiday bonus order. If there is a repository of version 9 on a safe industry standard database , such as Microsoft SQL Server, specify a user ID and password for the database. Since Crystal reports automatically assess the formulas that contain other
formulas in the correct order, you will use this function very rarely. You can change not only text. of the formula of an existing custom function, but the summary, the author, the category and other unrelated elements specified when creating the function. The list of users and groups will change, Showing the actual combination of rights that derive
from explicit and inheritance settings. Complete justify yourself aligned both on the left side and right of the defined width of the object. In this example, placing this formula in the group header will reset the customization variable at the beginning of each group. The arguments that the extraction process identifies are listed in the Topics list of the
Extract customized function from the Formula dialog box. Note Ã, prevent users to update or delete objects However, repository will allow them to disconnect the objects from the repository and change them once inserted into the report. You will be given the opportunity to update or use the saved data. There are, however, some useful custom
custom functions With the CE repository you may find use in your reporting activities. If the fields are fields date / time and the May 1 field contains a time of 12 noon and the 5 May field contains a midnight time, the result will be the fractional number 3.5. So to determine how long it wanted to send an order is as simple as creating the following
formula: {orders.ship data} - {orders.order data} even if both database fields in this formula are dates (or date / Now if these fields come from the example Xtreme database included with crystal reports), the result of the formula will be a number Ã ¢ â,¬ "the number of days between the two dates. Note that it is now possible to resize or Reformed
text objects or bitmap graphics, in addition to changing the contents of SQL commands or custom functions. This duplication can be deleted by creating a single declaration if-then-lengthen, but providing different actions to then and otherwise, separating action statements With a point and comma and surrounding them all with parentheses. The
crystal reports will precede the name of the current total field with a sterling mark (#). If you click this button, the D window appears Personalized function literacy. Then, using the Intr function within the left function, you can extract the correct number of characters to get only the entire part of the number of the written number. Once again, the
selection of the record takes place during the first step and the second step formulas can be used. Figure 5-7 shows an upper ratio N (discussed in Chapter 3) showing the regional subtotals for the first five regions in the U.S. This particular Top N report does not include others. Just select the object you want to delete and press the Dell button. Tip Ã
¢ Although it opens Reports with saved data, saved data will be discarded and will be discarded and only the Design tab is displayed if the discarded data saved on the open option are checked in the Reporting tab of the file options. In this type of relationship, there is no need for Formulas to calculate the total travel. While you may be able to slightly
improve the appearance of this relationship by resizing and moving the individual fields of the database, you will never get a perfect result. If, for example, you want to view all orders for 2001, you need to manually specify these dates. If you are concatenating strings and one of the string fields is null, the whole formula returns nothing, not the rest of
the concatenation. This value will only appear when you change the custom function or use it in the formula expert. As the totals running only during the pass during the record printing, the extra records in the other group are not included in the report of the report. If a field in the string formula you are using returns a null, the entire formula returns
NULL. This abbreviated version of the protracted logic if-then-then-length is actually a single function, similar to totext or uppercase (appears in the tree of the function under programming shortcuts) which accepts three arguments. However, if you use the ProgrammacerCords function or a summary function in the formula, you will evaluate in the
second passage of the report and won the display in the field tree box when creating a record selection formula. When Crystal Reports curry two formulas that contain the same variable in the same section of the report, the order in which you evaluate it is not predictable. An example of using the dated to exclude the weekends from this type of
calculation can be found in Crystal Reports online help. If you prefer to have a logic or applied to some or all the cards (so that if any of them is true, but not all, a record is returned), you must manually change the selection formula created by the expert selection. If you use a Based on the server (such as SQL Server or Oracle), the crystal reports will
try to create a WHERE clause in the query that sent to the database server, which Cause the database server to run the query and send only the desired records to Crystal Reports. An example is if you place two formulas in a group more page. If the region in the database is null, the other formula has not become null. Select the custom function you
want to add to the repository in the formula sketch tree. If you fall into this category (maybe you are a basic programmer), not only the typical procedural constructs of the basic syntax open the advanced flexibility for you, but also similar logic constructs in the crystal syntax make your life life easier. In the previous examples, the custom function
accepted a single simple string value as a topic and returned a single simple string value accordingly. Tip Ã, a number of related times and conversion and detection functions are also available in crystal reports. While there are several dateValue variants, probably the more intriguing is the variation that accepts a string argument. In these cases, you
will want to create a custom function from scratch using the custom functions editor. Assuming it is positioned in the Details section, keep the track of the highest order as the progress of the records. You can optionally specify the author, as well as modifying the description for the SQL command to something other than the SQL statement that
constitutes the command (which is inserted into the text box Description by default). Make sure the object or folder you want to delete is no more needed before deleting it. There may be moments, however, when it is necessary to manually enter a range of dates for the selection of the records. This is equivalent to click on the read-only check box on
the Common tab in format. Using these, the previous date formula could be rewritten in the crystal syntax as follows: MID ({emp.hire_date}, 5.2) & "/" & Right ({emp.hire_date}, 2) & "/" and left ({Em.hire_date, 4}) In this case, the average function takes three arguments: arguments: Field or string to use, the position in the string to start reading
and the number of characters to return (there is also a two topics version of MID). But what happens if you need a special need in your company to use a function that is not included as part of the integrated Crystal Reports functions? Here is an example: frame bonusamount; Stringvar MayctcustName; Datatimevar DateBonusreached; If
{orders.order amount}> bonusamount then (mattimocustname: = {customer. Customer name}; datebonusreached: = {orders.order data}; bonusamount: = {orders.order amount}); MaydcustName This formula performs the test and variable assignments as before, but the last line of the formula simply shows the first-rate variable, a string variable.
For example, placing a function in the Sales / Orders category will show a sales item in the formula laboratory tree with a more sign. If you look at the custom functions provided with the default Crystal Enterprise 10 repository, you know how to be classified into a hierarchy different levels in depth (for example, the Custom CodDaDiffskiphholidays
function is included in the Data category, which is within the Crystal category). Tip Ã, you can install sample objects in your Crystal Enterprise repository using the new Business View Manager s option install the repository sample menu option. The creation of a custom function is very similar to creating a crystal report formula Ã ¢ â,¬ Most of the
typical integrated functions and otherwise available operators in regular formulas are available for your use in a custom function ( Chapter 5 covers formula creation more detailed). You can also choose the selected expert report from the drop-down menus. It is therefore possible to do On the right arrow to add the SQL command of the selected
repository to the report, right-click the command and select Add to signal from the pop-up menu or simply drag the command or company view from the left side of the expert database to the side. Here is a simple Boolean formula: {@ship days}> 3 In this formula, the existing @ship formula formula (a numerical formula) is tested to be greater than 3
(indicating an exception of shipping). To allow dates to order correctly, the year must precede even the month and day in these fields. The version 10 repository now stores all its elements in the CE 10 Crystal Management Server database. If you click the UN button on the Group Group button, you can then choose an existing report group in the dropdown list. How then can you create a formula to return only the whole part of the number? You can declare a global variable in a formula, and another formula will be able to use the contents placed in the variable from the first formula. Once you have chosen this field, a new tab is displayed in the SELECT expert, allowing you to create another
comparison. To add a custom repository function to the report, expand the custom functions category of the formula workshop repository until you find the custom function you want to use (you may be required to access Crystal Enterprise First). Using the Boolean formula throughout the report, eliminate the need to repeatedly reduce the Boolean
test complex, thus reducing the possibility of errors. This is equivalent to click on the Suppress check box on the common editor of the editor. Note that it is not limited to one if, then, otherwise, or other clause in a formula. However, the new query will take time to run. The string fields concentarate are simple to use the ampersand operator (&), as in
the following way: {customer.contact title} & "& {customer.contact name name} &" "& {customer.contact surname} Notice A space is Hard in the formula using a literal string, which is simply a fixed string surrounded by quotes. In any case, it is very wise to apply the record selection criteria in advance in the report design process Ã ¢ â,¬)
probably before viewing the preview or o the report. For example, the TOTEXT function integrated in the language of the crystal report formula will convert to, for example, a numerical type of data to a type of text data. Tip Â »Although the tree of the function contains a reduced set of options, you will still be displayed a custom function category
where you can choose another existing custom function to use in the current current function. The Crystal syntax provides two instances in which a value can be assigned a value: at the same time the variable is declared, or on a separate line more in the formula. When positions this formula on your relationship will appear with a Boolean data type.
Watch www.crystalbook.com for formule.rpt and bonus.rpt to see how these and similar formulas are implemented. When you initially try to view the Repository Explorer, you will be asked to enter the first to CE 10 (if you have not already logged in). The following will solve this problem: if {@ship days} = 0 then "the same day" otherwise totext ({@
ship ship}, 0) this result is better, because it does not show zero as the number of days of ship. In these situations, you need to add the object from the repository to the report, make changes and update the repository with the modified object. And to further complicate things, the formula that restores the current variable in execution does not at all
any reference to the database fields, then it becomes a flat formula (BefreandingRecords) and processes only once at the beginning of the treatment of the report, instead of all Start of each group. This is the dedicated folder within the repository in which all custom functions are required. If you find a use for variables, first look closely at your
relationship to see if there is a simpler and faster way to make the same In this case, the formula returns an empty string (indicated by the two series of quotation marks). Crystal reports provide Visual Basic function Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Flity Function DetatiIFF in both syntax of doing more Mathematical date. Why does the addition of a group in strangeness
with the total race? However, crystal report versions before 9 custom functions are equipped with custom functions. Tip Ã, to ensure that the connected objects will be updated when you initially open the reports, you need to make one of the two choices. If it exceeds a certain threshold, you may want to increase a counter so you can show how many
groups have exceeded the threshold at the end of the report. Figure 5-9: Top N Correction Report Using Total Running Attention} Because Total Fields Running is calculated in the passage during printing of the report record records, it is not possible to create total fields based on the formulas of Second passage. By choosing the file options from the
drop-down menus and checking the updated connected repository objects on the Open option on the Reporting tab, make sure that all reports automatically update the objects connected when they are opened. Following a string field with a number or interval of numbers enclosed in square brackets (crystal syntax) or parenthesis (basic syntax), you
can extract certain characters from the String field. Others opened a report, modify a formula, copy the content to the clipboard and paste the contents into a new formula. It is lower than the field must be less than the article you are comparing. The equal sign works only for comparison Ã ¢ â,¬ "It is necessary to place the colon in front of the same
sign to make the assignment work correctly unless you are using the basic syntax, in which case the sign of Himself is used for assignment and comparison. Furthermore, make changes to what the selected expert creates with a formula operator or the Show formula button can seriously degrade the selection of the database server record. Although
adding its prefix is certainly not necessary, it could be a useful way to identify a certain group of custom functions. You can create a high-level folder that appears directly under the name of the EC server or a subfolder that exists exists Another folder. For example: time ({course.endtime}) Time ({course.startime}) You do not want the time returned
as seconds, but perhaps like hours and minutes, minutes and seconds, or any separate combination with settlers. However, in the custom function name dialog box, click the Use Editor button to view the custom function editor within the formula workshop, as shown in Figure 6-3. However, if they make changes to such objects, they still won to be
able to update the repository with their updated versions. There are many situations where you can only use some parts of strings in a formula, not the entire string. Since in the end you will use the language of the crystal report formula for the selection of the record, most of the functionality of the language are available for the selection of records.
Type the new folder name and press Enter or click other information with the mouse. If the field you need to select ON is not indexed and the selection of the records is displayed very slow, you can consult the database designer on adding an index for that field. Right Align Align the text to the right of the defined width of the object. Choose when you
want the total travel to increase, performing choices in the evaluated section. If you think about Crystal Reports integrated functions, most require you to provide topics when you use them in formulas. For certain topics, such as those who can accept department codes, months of the year or other common values (the order amount / sales examples of
the previous period here is probably not falling in this category), you could Want to provide a list of one or more predefined values that a user can choose when they use the custom function in the formula expert. You will consider considering the concept of rights inheritance, the ability to set rights to a higher level in the repository (perhaps on the
crystal management server or in the high-level folder) and have the rights automatically automatically From folders, subfolders and objects at lower levels. If you want to add additional values, type them and click the Add button. One of the advantages of custom functions on copying and paste the same logic as the formula plus and more times in
more formulas is that all formulas based on a custom function will automatically reflect the modification made in the only custom function. It is true includes records in which the field is equivalent to TRUE. You can view a card with a field set to formula and part of the selection formula showing in the third list box. The total racing will now be
displayed in the Explorer field and can be dragged and released on the relationship just like a database field. Also note that the connected vertical bar icon previously quoted is no longer visible. If you wish to create a first-level folder, make sure that the name of the EC server is selected. If you want the formula to return the same result for different
values of the selected expression, you can separate the values after the case clause with commas and include the operator to provide a range of values. A third string argument for TOTEXT determines what the crystal separator reports of thousands use when converting a currency number or field into a text string. That is, it evaluates them in the
same way while traveling through the formula from left to right. Although the sample repository that comes with Crystal Enterprise 10 shows folders for specific types of objects (text objects, bitmaps, SQL commands), you don't have to organize folders in this way Ã ¢ â,¬ "you could enter any type of object that The repository supports in any folder.
When an order exceeds the previous high quantity, the customer who made the order and the date on which it was The order has been added to the variables. But there's just another problem. The card displayed in the Variera format editor, depending on the type of data of the object formatting. You can calculate a date in the future. future. Ã,
although the crystal reports now allow string formulas and variables to return up to 64K characters (only 254 characters could be returned by strings before version 9), the good logic of the formula called a test in this Formula that uses the output for the instruction to exit the loop for the cycle if the message variable may never approach around
64,000 characters in length. If you do not already have access to Business View Manager in an existing Crystal Enterprise installation, you need to specifically install the business view manager on a Windows computer from the CE product CD. Provide the name of the crystal management server, along with a user ID and password that provides the
modification rights to the repository (set the rights of the repository is discussed previously in the chapter under control of the repository rights). More importantly, you only have a formula to change if the ratio requirements change along the way. Although it is possible to install this migration wizard on a computer with an existing crystal repository
connection, you don't just need to make sure the computer has at least one ODBC data source that connects to the shared repository database. This is very useful for many situations you will encounter when you return against databases. For example, you can check the value of a subtotal in a group more page. Tip Ã, Crystal 10 Report includes a set
of custom date features in the default repository supplied with Crystal Enterprise 10. With the formula displayed workshop, select the custom report function you want to add to the repository and click the Add to Repository button . For example, use variable names such as date, totativo or uppercase Ã ¢ â,¬ "are reserved by language Formula for
your integrated functions (you will know if your variable names are reserved by looking at their color in the formula editor Ã ¢ â,¬ "Crystal reports transform all the blue reserved words). It will still be yet In these reports, but it is not available to add to any new report. The same rights to change dialog box will appear. Crystal reports must assign a
data type to a formula when you create before Ã ¢ â,¬ "you can't wait until the report is running. More than the field must be greater than the article you are with Comparing. In previous versions of crystal reports, solutions to these requirements typically are not very elegant. There is also a personalized function that you can modify with your
business holidays to exclude them from the date calculations, as well as weekends . Now, to make sure that the formula that restores total running happens actually when the groups are formatted, instead of once only at the beginning of the report, forcing it even at the step of the changes. O is or is not greater than 3 ! If more than 3, the formula
returns a real value Ã ¢ â,¬ if it is not, the formula returns a false value. The term logical construct refers to the functionalities of the formula language of the crystal reports that you It allows you to go beyond the basic logic SE-THEN-ELSE. You can make a Boolean formula as a complex as you want, using combinations of comparison operators
together with and, or, and not operators, but in the end, only true or false will occur. Remember that crystal reports probably deal with variables differently. Then, just expand any folder to reveal the text objects and the bitmaps available. Page 17 Once added objects added to the repository as previously outlined in the chapter, you, together with
other users who share the same repository, you will add items to the reports. The Formula editor will appear, where you can insert a Boolean formula that will activate when the total execution field is increased or reset. See the following code (this is not a complete formula): the regions of the stringvar matrix; Regions: = Split ("Northwest /
Southwest / Northeast / Southeast / Midwest", "/") The second line of the code will be The array variable of the regions with five elements observing through the string and separating the five substrings that are separated by bars. Right-click on the selected object and select Text format, Format field or format objects from the pop-up menu. Increase
the font size Increase the font size (every click of this button increases the font size). For most simple record selection criteria, you had to worry about handling this formula directly. This is equivalent to click on the lock and size position check box in the common editor tab. Once you have set the rights for all needed groups and users, click OK to
close the Edit rights dialog box. Any value means that it doesn't matter what there is in the field Ã ¢ â,¬ all records will be included in the report. If you click on the Plus sign next to a folder, expand to show any subfolder or repository objects within it. You can also right-click on and choose Rename from the pop-up menu. Search for Dattiff function.
Determines the thousands separator: "Thanks for the purchase" and Totext ({Customer.Last Year's Sales}, 0 ",") & "in Merchandise last year." I'll come back thanks for buying 421 in Merchandise last year. Page 16 Once the initial CRYSTAL ENTERPRISE 10 system is installed with the default database, you need to start populating it with shared
objects. You can also click on the category Report custom functions to select it and click the New button in the Workshop formula toolbar or click the arrow down next to the new toolbar button and choose the function From the drop-down list. The Delete and Add Folder buttons, described later in the chapter, perform quite self-explanatory functions.
The available custom functions (which you have built after creating the report or added by the repository) will appear in the formula editor just like the built-in functions. In any case, the formula will not remember anything from the previous precedent or more page of the previous group. If you want to show the accumulated totals for each group, a
formula is performed in the group's most page to show the total variables. Start by right-clicking on the lens. In this case, the selected expert does not provide sufficient flexibility to create this type of special record selection. The result: the same totals with much less effort. The Explorer Repository toolbar contains four buttons: Change view settings,
advanced filtering, delete and add folder. The rest of the discussion on the variables applies to the crystalline syntax. And it is not limited to the creation of a single level of folders Ã ¢ â,¬ to create subfolders within other folders to build a hierarchy for repository objects. You can create a cycle that cycles through the string character at a time at a

time, looking for the delimiter (the bar) and performing the complex logic to extract the substring and add it to an array. Note two changes: First of all, the custom function can now be changed in the custom function editor and secondly, the small icon that appears next to the custom function name in the formula formation shaft will not display the
small connected icon . In particular, what makes it more simple as a result of a single statement by IF-Then-Else simpler by introducing the End clause if: if then > Fine if Furthermore, you can use the basic syntax clause (don't forget that it is a word Ã ¢ â,¬ non-space) to allow nesting more if the conditions in an instruction: if then Elseif then 5000
then groupbonus: = groupbonus + 1 allichi groupfollowupcount: = groupfollowupcount + 1; If {orders.order quantity}> 5000, then ReportBonus: = ReportBonus + 1 Allichi Report MarkallWupcount: = Reportfollowupcount + 1; If {orders.order quantity}> 5000 then goodcustomer: = {customer. Customer name} All these if the instructions will be
evaluated and the resulting variables will be set. You simply need to enter a group subtotal group and a general report of the formula report to calculate the group and report the totals. Warning, you can use this function unintentionally. If any errors occur (perhaps there are duplicate objects in the crystal repository 10), a different icon will appear
next to the object. Or if you create a formula with of formula, custom functions was created in the current report will appear in the category of custom function of the tree of the function. The next illustration shows the same relationship using the formulas to concatenate the IL Fields together. It is actually created a group selection formula
inadvertently and don't even know it. And you can also simply drag the custom function name from the category of custom functions of the report of the Formula Workshop category in the category of custom repository functions (fall to any element in the category). It is said that these formulas are calculated in different report passages with respect
to the passage that actually forms the report. I have this information in the partnumber xref details I need this as the string a b a c b, c a d b, c, d and then start a new string when it comes to a new part number. If you deselect this box, you will receive the custom function in the formula editor function tree, but not in the list of customized functions
available when using the formula expert. In both cases, you want to make sure you use it before you preview the report. Using these special integrated functions, you can create formulas that make your relationships more intuitive and easy to read. However, if you are connected to a large SQL database with potentially millions of records, the
consequences of not include selection of records will probably be heard on the network, and will definitely hear about the desktop PC. INREPEATEDGROUPHEADER FUNCTION If INREPAATOGRUOPHEADER, then GroupName ({Customer.Customer Name}) + "- Continue -" Else GroupName ({Customer.Customer Name}) If this formula is positioned
in the group header of a group with the group header repetition on each new option activated page (this can be set when creating or edit a group Ã ¢ â,¬ to see chapter 3), - continues - appears only when the group header is repeated. As a general reporting rule, yes Always have the database server perform the selection of records (through the
aforementioned home where possible. If you want to perform several comparisons like comparisons, you can add more criteria to a list. Add SQL commands based on repositories and business views on your yours From the database exploration, the Set position dialog or other data dialog box generally used to add database tables to the report. Does
anyone know how to do this? Total Running is accumulating orders as the report progresses. It will therefore appear in the section of the database expert repository. Click OK when the Total field creation dialog box has been completed. Otherwise, the formula returns a comma, a space, and therefore the name of the region. The process is identical in
all situations. Set the formula to use "default values for null" or manage it as {demographics.lastname} & "," & {demographics.firstname} & (if it is null {demographics.middleinitial} or taft ({demographics.middleinitial}) = "" Then "else else" {demographics.middleinitial}) Page 2 Error must be a registered forum member to publish in this forum. In
this example, the case instruction that corresponds to the topic exceeded return a string value to the caller }, 0) + "days" This is an example of a compound or nested declaration if you are comparing numbers, the field must be larger numerically. Furthermore, it is possible to include only letters, Numbers and the underlining character in the name of
the custom function Ã ¢ â,¬ "Special characters (like i Signs% or # The signs cannot be included. Click OK when you specified all the information to add the object to the repository. For example, if you want to combine the two tests mentioned above, the formula will start as follows: If {Customer.Country} = "Use" and {orders.Order amount}> 5000
In this case, the different types of data in La If part of the formula is fine, as long as each side of each comparison is of the same type of data. If you are comparing the strings, the field must be higher in the alphabet. Once-time You made changes to the custom function and save the changes, you can add the new custom function to the repository for
sharing with other reports or users. If you have an existing formula in a report that contains the logic core set you want to use for the custom function, you can base the custom function on it by extracting the custom function from the formula. For a simplified formula, you can use the replacement function of crystal reports, as in the following
example: Replace ({Customer.phone}, "-", "") In this case, the Replace function makes use of Three parameters: The first thing is the field or value of the string you want to change, the second is the character or characters you want to search and the third is the character or characters you want to replace search characters with. For example, if you
use the @shipping exception formula as the angular stone for 50 other formulas in your report, and then you decide to reduce last year's sales qualification from $ 50,000 to $ 35,000, you only have a formula to change On your report, not 50. If the comparison operator is chosen, it allows more items, you can add an element typed at the Multiple box
by clicking Add. However, if the selected expert is not able to completely interpret the formula you created, you will see a slightly different behavior for one or more cards. It is therefore possible to view the value of the variable accumulated in the group's largest page and assign the variable an empty string in the group header to start the entire
process again for the next group. If the field is exactly the same as none of them, the record will be included. Make sure you don't use a name already used for another repository object of the Type in the same folder (it will be notified if you do it and overwrite the object of the repository with the same name if you proceed). Font size Choose the font
size, in points, from the drop-down list or or A value directly in the box. When you release the object in its new location, it will then be displayed where you dropped it. Consequently, it is necessary to restore the total variable monthly running in each group header with the following formula: currency varies monthly: = 0 Figure 5-5: Formula in the
group header to restore the total does not work however, even when This formula is located in the report header group, the desired result is not achieved. This also uses GroupName function to return the Group Name field for a particular group. For example, you will receive an error message if you try to create a custom function called TOTEXT or
Left. The migratory wizard will show a check mark next to each object successfully copied. Choose a name within the name limitations discussed later in this chapter. If the right has already been granted or denied at a higher level (the crystal management server or a higher level folder), this right will be inherited at this lower level. If the values are
the same, you know that the same customer will appear in the first record on the next page and you can notice it with a text message. There are many integrated functions to help you use date and time fields. If you choose the option greater than or equal to the option, the field can be the same or greater than you are comparing. You can create a
formula that makes use of the function with the formula expert (covered in detail in chapter 5). Once you choose a color that becomes the default color for the button, you will see the small row in the Change the color button. And finally, you can simply drag the custom function you want to add to the report from the category of custom repository
functions to Of custom functions of the report of the custom functions category of the formula laboratory shaft. To use the selected expert, simply click on Show Formula. If requested, access Crystal Enterprise. If you choose a database voice browsed by the drop-down list, it will be added to the Box automatically. Probably the most obvious clue that
is connected an object is the incapacity to change it. And the left function, which returns a number of characters from the left side of a larger string, you need to provide two arguments: the string to retrieve a subset of characters, and the number of characters to be recovered. If you have not already logged into the Crystal Enterprise 10 system to
access the repository, you will be asked to do so. The object on the report will therefore appear as it did when the relationship was last saved. Depending on the Crystal Enterprise system is connected and the rights you have been granted, you may not be able to add or update custom functions. It is therefore possible to use the variable in other
formulas or view its content accumulated in a group or a shanker. In this situation, it may be preferable to change the selection formula in the formula editor so you can view and use all integrated functionality. Boolean operators can also be used to combine more comparisons together. If you want to increase the total one for some records, use
counting summaries or distinct (depending on how united the field you are summarized is), along with any field from the report that won the null values. But, if you have familiarity with the Crystal Reports formulas in general, you should be able to apply your knowledge existing to the creation of customized functions quite quickly. This feature is
required to avoid the type of problem shown here: this problem occurs because it is possible to concatenate a numeric field on a literal string (or any other combination of non-corresponding data types). For those options that Aren T Auto-Explanatory, Crystal Reports online help will provide information. As mentioned in Chapter 3, this causes the
report the totals of the Grand disagree with the sum of all the group's totals. Search for custom functions basic syntax or or The crystal syntax works. If the formula is already evaluating in that step, you can create a summary or total total on it. For example, to determine a given exactly one month before today's date, this formula is used: DataSeadd
("M", -1, Currentdate) The argument M indicates a one-month interval. Shared the variable not only remains in the purpose of the duration of the entire main report, but it can also be indicated in formulas in Subreport. The custom function of extracted from the Formula dialog box will appear, as shown in Figure 6-2. The function shaft and the
operator tree adjust according to the selected syntax. The drop-down list revers all the comparisons that you can use to select the records; It can somehow vary based on the type of field chosen for the selection of records. If you like to change, rename or delete the current field running, you have these choices in the Explorer field. The Explorer
repository will rediseler to show only objects in repositories that match the criteria you have typed. (The subjects are treated in chapter 13.) The following are three additional words that can be carried out in front of the variable declarations (or use instead of deciding decallation in the basic syntax) to determine the scope of the variable. An example
of the database expert is shown here: Choose the SQL command or the company display you want to add to the repository. If more than compares separated by Boolean operators, each comparison can have a different type of data. You can also create a group selection formula from the Superect offering by clicking Show Formula and then clicking the
group selection button. Because the database should not be roared, the changes will appear very quickly on the Preview tab. You will come to access Crystal Enterprise. In this case, the function uses a select CASE construct (from the operator shaft control structures category) to test for various values of the abbreviation exceeded Setting the function
name to a literal string based on the value of the topic. In the example shown in the figure, the original formula The custom function based on two database fields: {orders.order amount} and {customer.last year s sales}. Note that an additional folder has labeled the custom functions that you may not have seen first in other versions of the repository
explorer for the processing of the formula. To use the selected expert when using one of the report wizards, choose at least one table in the data section and, if necessary, connect the tables in the Connection section (link to the table is covered in more detail in the chapter 16). Only if you have a synthesis or subtotal function in the formula, the crystal
reports will automatically evaluate the formula in the passage during the printing of the records (the formula then becomes a formula of the second step). As when dragging and releases the fields from the Explorer field, a side dish is displayed while dragging. The declarations within the parentheses will be carried out once for each increase in the
counter variable. If you want to rename a already added folder, select the folder you want to rename, and then press and hold the mouse button on the folder for a few seconds. If you added the custom function only to a report, you can change a custom function in the same way in which a formula would change: select it in the formula workshop and
make changes directly to the formula text in the custom function editor. Make sure you really want to delete the object from the repository before proceeding. Underlines Add a underline to the object. Just remember that you have to use at least one instance of the intrinsic variable of the In the basic syntax to return a result to the report. If this is the
first time you run the selected expert and you have not chosen an existing report field, see a dialog box Choose Field List of all the reports and database fields. Start the Repository Explorer by clicking on Explorer Repository button in the standard toolbar or select View Repository Explorer from the drop-down menus. If you are printing legal
contracts, real estate documents or banknotes, for example, you may need to print both the numerical and text modules of the same number, as in: this contract expires in thirty (30) days. This formula returns the number of calendar days between the two dates Ã ¢ â,¬, uses every day in the calendar. If the formula evalues the truth, the record will be
included in the report; Otherwise, the record will be ignored. They ensure that both @ship days are less than 3 years and last year's sales Crystal Reports contains many interesting formula functions to manage even more complex subpring requirements. If you connect to the shared repository CE that other users in your organization share, objects
that add to the repositories are available for other crystal report users and the objects that add are available. This button will only be enabled if all selected objects are currency or numeric fields. If you make the wrong choice and finish with too few or no, records, you can manually update the report by clicking the Update button in the Standard
toolbar, by pressing the F5 key or choose the report Update the report data from the PULL- Down menu. The INSTR function there are different versions of insem in the language of the formula. This provides a completely justified text, similar to that often found in the columns of newspapers. The important thing to consider when setting rights to this
level is the inheritance. A previous operator of the concatenation, the most (+) mark, is also available in syntax crystal. It may be preferable, for example, use the following formula to determine the number of days between two dates: ({orders.ship data}) Date ({order.order data}) or, may also consider using the Round or truncating the function
function Adjust the numerical result. In Crystal Reports 9 and later, this capacity has been improved with custom functions that you can directly create in the report or add to the repository to share with other crystal report users (custom functions are covered in chapter 6). For example, if you have added a common corporate logo and the slogan on
the report using a bitmap graphic object connected to repository and text object, you probably want all reports using these objects to automatically reflect changes to the repository if your logo or slogan They change. Record selection occurs during the first report pass, before the data has been ordered or grouped. This option actually adds a currency
symbol, but the symbol changes to the percentage sign and the position on the right side of the object. If a variable has a wide range, its value will be maintained for use not only in other formulas, but also in Subreport within the main report. Although this is a good example of how a bit of the cycle can cycle while a condition is true, it is a fairly
complex process for relatively simple research and the replacement function running. If none of these conditions is true, a Catchall Else clause displays another string value. This is why you see the Å "1 subtraction of the value returned by Instr. By placing the database fields on the report in fixed positions, the report will never be able to
accommodate different widths of names, surnames, city and so on. In both cases, the change applies to all occurrences of the object on the report Ã ¢ â,¬ if a field is formatted in the Details section absolutely, this field will appear the same whenever printing. Then click on the or on the New button to choose the correct field from By placing the
optional keyword in front of a topic name, you specify that the formula called the function must not provide this topic. The syntax of the function is the following: following: Expression>, , ) this function can simplify the logic if they-then-stretches for small and simple formulas or when you want to perform a mini si-then-else statement as part of a more
Large formula. Probably the null is stopping the formula FOM return anything. The repository supports five types of crystal objects objects: text objects Standard text objects containing static text (no built-in field) bitmaps (images) bitmap images, such as logos, photos and signatures Functions of custom functions or subroutines that can be used all
'Interior of report formulas. If you want to rename an object added to the previously repository, you can simply select the object within the Repository Explorer and then hold the mouse button for a few seconds. When the formula is evaluated, in the end only one of the two states returns. This puts aside a specific quantity of memory for the variable,
depending on the type of data. The synthesis and argument descriptions are interchangeable with those of the custom extraction function from the Formula "dialog box. Changing the descriptions of the function and the topics in both points will change in the other. It is among you allows you to select two elements to create A comparison interval. Tip
Ã, Several factors determine if the database will contain or less null values. StringVar Newphone: = {customer.phone}; While Instr (Newphone, "-")> 0 do (newphone: = left (newphone, INSTR (NEWPHONE, "-") - 1) & RIGHT (NEWPHONE, LENGTH (NEWPHONE) - INSTR (NEWPHONE, "-"));); NewPhone using Join and Split functions to avoid loop
while the previous code is a Example Ideal for the ring cycle, there is actually another integrated formula function that denies the requirements of loop logic and comma removal Training / space while creating a single string containing multi-value parameter field entries. The sensitivity of the case is generally ignored when using databases and PC
SQL SQL Via ODBC, as well as certain PC style databases using a direct database driver. In both situations, you will probably see the overall performance improved if you use indexed fields for selecting the record (with PC-style databases, this is often very critical). But the divided function, like its equivalent in Visual Basic, will automatically run all
this logic for you. The advanced changes display settings and filtering buttons expose new features in the repository of version 10. Page 20 When the repository was introduced for the first time in Crystal Reports 9, it was not managed within Crystal Enterprise. Or, you may want to check the number of days that a product has been brought to the
shipment, in combination with the courier that has shipped the product and the sales level of the customer, to determine if an expedition has satisfied the shipping objectives of your own agency. Figure 5-8: Create the Total execution dialog of the Start field by giving the total field running a name (if you don't like the default name provided by Crystal
Reports). This could cause confusion if you need to update the copy of an object's repository. To achieve this, rename the names of the topics V1 and V2 in the dialog box. This operator will only appear when using a Boolean field. Crystal Repository 10 s reports are now managed by Crystal Enterprise 10; If you have Crystal Enterprise 10 installed in
your organization, you will no longer be possible to use the crystal repository. You don't have to change the date range every month. The only adjustment you need to consider is that Intrstr Returns a value of 8, but you only want the first six characters (or seven, if you don't care to have a final space). Therefore, even if the part if it starts A formula
can contain various data type tests, the parts therefore else must contain the same data types. Page 14 One of the most frequent questions requested by Crystal Reports users 8.5 and previously (in particular users in larger organizations) I was can Parts of this relationship with other users or other reports? This forces a formula to evaluate after
another formula when evaluating in the same passage and are in the same section of the report. Since the Crystal reports must store the data that constitute a report somewhere, it is possible to fulfill the memory or space of the temporary disk in this situation. To improve future performance while working with the report, Crystal Reports creates a
set of saved data. If you click the Advancate Filter button, or right-click anywhere in the Repository Explorer and choose the Advanced Filter from the pop-up menu, the Repository Explorer will expand to show two filter text boxes And a button applies. However, many of the examples indicated above can actually be performed without even creating a
formula. However, only records that include midnight end times for the second date will be included "any time of a second second after midnight for the second date is not included. If, as previously discussed, you just want to have a single set rights apply to the entire repository, you need to set only rights at this level. Tip Ã ¢ Many of the types of
formulas illustrated in this chapter are included in the sample reports on the accompanying website of this book. But since The assignment of the variable of the GoodCustomer is the last action you perform, the customer's name is what the formula is actually displayed on the report. Once you have created the folder structure, you can place text
objects, Bitmap graphics or SQL commands in the folders (custom functions are positioned in a separate part of the repository reserved only for themselves Ã ¢ â,¬ "that are not displayed in the Repository Explorer). Thanks Many times, the database will undress string or text data that is insufficient for your reference needs. Note Ã, if you change the
formula the selected expert created, or create your own formula, performing the execution of the selected expert again. USA AN. AN. Formula, together with the integrated ISNULL function (described further in the chapter), to address potential nulled situations. To choose whether or not to save the data, check or deselect files save data with the
report from the drop-down menus, then resuscitation of the report after choosing. Then click on buttons in the formatting toolbar to format the selected objects. If you want to specifically grant or deny group rights or additional users, you need to add the group or user to the list by clicking the Add Groups button or add the Users button in the Edit
rights dialog box. Once the rights specified on the lower level has been specified, click the Preview button to see the set of net rights granted to users and groups. Click the New button in the field Explorer toolbar or right-click the Total Run fields category and select New from the pop-up menu. The granting of the right explicitly gives the right to the
chosen group or user. Run the total fields are covered in this chapter. You do by changing the formula evaluation time. Character character color color color. It is quite common to learn how to use some spiffy features of a tool, and then use it in excess! The variables have that potential. Click the Insert button Further information to provide optional
elements, such as default topic values and other descriptive text. If you choose this operator, another drop-down list is displayed containing the crystal reports. This construct is similar to doing and while loops used in Visual Basic languages and other procedural languages. When choosing a date field in the Choose dialog box The selected expert
operates the comparison of the available period. If you choose to do so, the old repository object will be replaced with the updated version. Because you are forcing this formula to evaluate after a formula that is in the second passage, there is no need to include whileIPrenditoriRecords in this formula. Page 7 The Crystal Reports have been As an
extensible reporting tool. When the changes are saved, any formulas using the function will immediately reflect the change. If the formula does not contain other statements, declare the variable, they also return it as a formula value. See chapter 3 for a detailed description of available summaries. You may want to limit the report to only US
customers, only orders made in 2001 or only invoices that are more than 30 days passed. When reading the records occur when the records are read from the database, but before performing any selection, sorting or grouping of the record. Do this by clicking the Preview button in the Edit Row dialog box toolbar. Alternatively, you can use the
formula expert to create a formula based on a customized function from the repository. The indexed fields are fields that are specially designated when the database was designed. In this situation, it is necessary to use the built-in time function to return only the portion of a field time. TIP It is important to remember that the case of the position of the
placeholder is significant. This variance is because the custom functions are designed to be independent of any particular relationship they are inserted; It is not possible to include database fields in a custom function Ã ¢ â,¬ "there would be no way to ensure that these fields would be available when the function is called from another report. Be
aware, though, what these objects now They will behave as if you have just added them to the report Ã ¢ â,¬ "who have won to be automatically updated by the repository. You can also make the choice with the appropriate check box on file report options. IF-THEN-Allique The formulas are created with the following syntax: if then If true> otherwise
The test part of an IF-Then-stretch formula must use the comparison operators found in the operator shaft box (or a Boolean formula, discussed later in the chapter). To declare a variable, type the variable declaration followed followed The name of the variable, as this example: number of Bonusamount NumberVar; This declares a numerical variable
called Bonusamount which can later be assigned a numeric value. The steps to add a new custom function to the repository for the first time or to update a custom function you disconnected, are the same, and there are actually three different ways to make the same thing: right-click the mouse On the custom function you want to add to the repository
in the formula laboratory tree. You can also right-click a total field running on the Design or Preview tab and select Edit field object from the pop-up menu. When Crystal Reports executes mathematics on the data levels, the calculation result is every day. If you have assigned custom functions categories when you have created them, the categories
will be kept when you place the custom function in the repository. Consider the following: Select {@Ship Days} Case 0: "Shipped the same day" Case 1: "Shipped in 1 day" Default: "Shipped in" + Totext ({@ ship ship}, 0) + "days" You can choose Select Case from the Category Control Structure of the Tree of the Formula Editor Operator or simply by
typing the correct syntax. If you are comparing the strings, the field must be lower in the alphabet. For these situations, it is still needed to create your functions that appear in the formula editor. To remove the criteria, just delete text on the filter boxes and click Apply or press ENTER. The object will be in modification mode, where you can type a
new name (you will receive an error if you try to use a name of another object of the same type and name in the same folder) and press ENTER or click From the name of the object. ATTENTION Ã, There are some requirements an existing report formula must meet to be used as a base for a custom function. For example, if you want to check if the
customer. Country is US, the test will be if {Customer.Country} = "Use" from the customer.Country is a string string It is necessary to compare it with a literal string, enclosed in quotes or apostrophes (quotes only in basic syntax). Take note of the indexed fields and try to use them in the selection of records. These buttons will display an additional
additional or add the Add User dialog which shows all groups or users of Crystal Enterprise or users (to actually create additional groups or users, you need to use other EC administrative tools, such as the console Crystal Management Ã ¢ â,¬ "Add these here). To determine if a field is indexed, you can consult the database designer. For example, if
you subtract a single-date field containing the value 1 May 2002, From a side field containing the value 5 May 2002, the result will be the integer 4. The custom functions names cannot contain spaces Ã ¢ â € ™ it is possible to use only underlining to separate a multi-word custom function name. Tip Ã, although external ufls need is probably
considerably reduced by Crystal Reports customized functionality of functionality and repos Personalized itory, it may still be necessary to use them to connect to external databases, external equipment or any other capacity provided by the Formula of the Language Crystal Reports (which is that the crystal reports custom functions). These saved data
consist of the records that have been recovered from the database, which are then stored in memory or temporary files on the hard disk. This operator will only appear when using a string field. Figure 7-1: The Edit Rights dialog box you will see a list of crystal business groups and users who have already been granted or right-negative rights at the
Crystal Management Server level (a management server of the Just installed you will initially show administrators and all groups here). If you don't want to use the default purpose, make sure you always add the appropriate keyword. You can do another if you declare the result of the first then, or the result of the first and forward ahead up. Select
Add to the repository from the pop-up menu. Here, you can type a predefined value you want a user to choose from; Then click the Add button. Clicking the Edit Settings View Settings button or right-click anywhere within the Explorer repository and choosing changes display settings from the pop-up menu, you will display the View Settings dialog
box. Blocks the size / location Activates the capacity to change the width or height or to move the object. Global The variable remains in the aim of the duration of the entire main report. Just click on the Index tab within the online help and type the function of the formula language or the instruction with which you want. If you choose the pop-up menu
method to add the object, the Repository Explorer will appear within the Add Item dialog. Tip Ã, Don t Donely when you are unable to format or resize objects Add to report from the repository. Strings can be chained, or attached together, using the most or sign sign and sign (ampersand). Table 8-1 explains the different operators that may appear in
the drop-down list. For example, if the object is displayed as $ 121.22 and this button clicks on this button, the number may be displayed as $ 121.223. A text object or a bitmap chart can be added to the repository by simply dragging it and releasing it from the design or preview tab in the Repository Explorer. For example, you can prefer not to see
SQL commands (since you can add them to the Report by repository explorer anyway). And if you want to create a non-string array, you may need to use Loop, how only works with strings. The particular moment that is returned by the time function is at midnight. While typical Crystal Enterprise user and assignment of group law is obtained in the
crystal management console (more details on the architecture and management of Crystal Enterprise are discussed in part II of the book), the rights of the repository are maintained in the new company Crystal Crystal View Manager. Look in the formula editor function tree box and you can see an evaluation time section. Page 18 As previously
indicated in the chapter, it is possible to confuse an object from the repository to the report. To do this for all new reports in the future, check converts database's null values to set predefinites to the Reporting tab of the File Options drop-down menu. First of all, and probably the most logic, it is simply moving the formula that restores the variables
for the group header. They will all perform, but only the last statement will determine how the formula on the report appears. This accumulates the total ride only well before the relationship has been grouped. The custom functions are positioned in a separate repository area for them only. An InepeatDgroupHeader test is also useful if you are
restoring the variables in the formulas you are stringuishing in the group header (assuming that a new group always occurs when the group header printing). The Edit rights dialog box will appear, as shown in Figure 7-1. By providing the toWords function as a first topic and the characters and as a second subject, you are asking the Instruments to
find the numerical position in thirty and XX / 100 in which the word is. Thus, the literal space in this formula will separate the title from the name and name from the surname. When you specify comparisons, you can use a question mark to indicate that a character in the field in that position can contain anything. Start Business View Manager from
the Windows Start menu. The formulas are below. It is in the period allows you to compare a date field in a group of ranges of built-in dates, such as the last week, last month, the last quarter, the current year, etc. Sometimes, though, need a formula to remember the material from the record to record or from the group to the group. Step 4 will show
a slightly different behavior than the first time you The object to the repository. If you initially insert an object in a particular folder (or in any folder, but right under the name of the server itself), you can move or copy it to another position with a simple dragging drive operation. The optional arguments are declared in the crystalline syntax even with
the optional keyword, but with the type of data data of standard crystal syntax and the operation of the paragraph of the paragraph used to assign the default value. If you are comparing the dates, the field must be a previous date. Increase decimals increase the number of decimal seats displayed. In this way, the variables will be restored when a new
group begins, after they were displayed in the previous group more page. Because a custom repository function can potentially call other custom functions within the repository, it is possible that you can confirm the addition to the report of other custom functions. For example, if you evaluated this formula on March 31, 2000, it would return on
February 29, 2000 (there is February 31st, but 2000 was a leap year, resulting February 29th). See this example: "This contract expires" and left (TORDES ({contracts.expires}), INSTR (TOWORDS ({contracts.Expires}), "E")) & "(" and TOTEXT ({contracts.}, 0 ) & ") days." There are different functions and techniques used in this formula that
requires further explanations: the left function The left function returns a certain number of characters from the left side of another string (and, as you could imagine, there is also a function Just available to return the characters from the right side of the string). You will find variable statements listed in the formula editor operator shaft box in
variable statements. After Declared a variable, you haven't won very well if you don't take a value to it. Similar to the example of basic syntax, the last statement within the function to evaluate it will determine what the function returns to the calling formula. It is among uses the IL The type of comparison as used is lower than the one that is greater
than: numbers compare numerically, the dates compare chronologically and strings are compared in alphabetical order. When you run this type of arithmetic time, you can find the fractional days returned, if the data / time fields contain actual time values. The formula will be transferred to the formula editor, where you can change it or improve it. In
all these cases, you will discover that objects are locked or set to a read-only state Ã ¢ â,¬ "is not able to perform these types of changes. Even if you only have some report designers sharing a common repository , the advantages of shared report design and updated report objects will automatically be evident soon. When using a more sign or
ampersello with strings, the result is the concatenation of the individual string elements. The structure of the folder discussed above It applies only to text and bitmap objects. Adding optional topics will create more occurrences in the function tree to indicate the possibility to call the function with more arguments. It provides a much simpler and
cleaner approach to the tests for Multiple conditions and return appropriate results - those complex instructions if-then-else can now be replaced with more readable logic and Easy to maintain. During the formatting of the fields of time, for example, the tiny characters H indicate hours with a 12-hour clock, while uppercase characters indicate hours
with a 24-hour military clock. Figure 8-1: Report using group selection Note that the group shaft shows many more regions that actually appear on the report. The default repository installed with Crystal Reports 9 was a stored Microsoft Access database Local c. Once you have created a custom function, you may want to change it later. Note: the
business visualization of Business View management not related to repository rights are covered by chapter 17, 17, And using business views. It is the same as the field must be exactly equal to what is specified. If you need to change any right, click the Preview button again to return the list to its editable status. This report applies a group selection
formula to limit the report to groups where last year's sales exceeds $ 250,000. Tip Ã, if you click Show Formula in the selected expert, and then decide to want to use the Full Formula Editor in the foreground, click the Formula Editor button in the expanded selection dialog box. It is also possible to add descriptive text to the definition of the function
that will appear when using the function in the formula expert (discussed in Chapter 5). You may have situations where you want to show the contents of a variable but use other statements to assign the variable into the formula. You can specify more than one element to compare with adding more comparison elements to a list. For the example of the
contract shown above, this won the job. WindintingRecords; Currency Var Monthly: = 0 The evaluation time valuation function that may not be self-explanatory was evaluated, which takes a topic: the name of another formula. You can create many folders in the repository as you prefer. In this case, only declare the won t variable displayed, since the
declaration declaration is not the last line in the formula. Note Ã, if you provide a two-digit year to the DataValue, the Crystal reports applies a scroll scale approach to determine the century. Conversely, you can make a string value or a variable that contains more strings separated by a common delimiter (like a bar bar) and create a series of string
values. You will use this To choose the comparison operation you want to use for the selection of the record. It can contain mixed characters and spaces and won the conflict with the names of the formula field or database. In the case of a small PC type database with, for example, 1,000 1,000 This is not terribly time or resources. Page 5 The only type
of remaining formula that may need to create is the Boolean formula, which can only return two values, true and false. Then progress through the other sections until you reach the selection section of the record, which resembles this: if you use the Blank Report option to create a report, you need to select and connect the tables. If the two-digit year
is between 0 and 29, the crystal relationships assumes that the century is 2000. However, before choosing the rights edit option from the pop-up menu, be sure to select the folder, Subfolder or object desired The repository explorer you want to apply rights. The formula could initially look like this: "This contract expires in" & toWords
({contracts.expires}) & "(" and Totext ({contracts.expires}, 0) & ") days." In this example, the TOWORDS function is used to convert the numeric field into written text and TOTEXT is used to convert the number to a numeric string, without decimal places. A total running field can be inserted just as a database field. The Business View Manager
manager is discussed in detail in chapter 17. Although this particular example is not particularly complicated, it could rapidly become much more difficult to interpret and maintain if more than two conditions they must be tested. If you select a detail field and use the method, right-click to enter the total running field, the chosen field will be displayed
already in the field to summarize drop-down list and a default summary function will appear in the type of Summary -Down list. Remember the function that converts other types of data into strings? Table 9-1 outlines each button of the formatting toolbar. Of You can try creating a formula to print the previous example. The Administrator's user ID or
ID in the Administrators group will typically provide sufficient rights. Exactly how long and where a variable variable Its value is determined by the scope of the variable. Note Ã, the previous logical construction examples are presented in syntax crystal. If you want to restore the value of the customization variable in a group header, you need to
restore it to 0. @Bonus Calc is inserted in the details section and deleted: WhilemplationRecords; Numerovar Countcustomer; Channel number; If {orders. Numerovar Countcustomer; "This customer had bonus orders" + Totext (CountCustomer, 0) + "." @RESET Group Bonus is placed in the header of the group and deleted: WindintingRecords;
Numerovar Countcustomer: = 0; @Show Report bonus is inserted in the reports of the report: WinHiprintingRecords; Channel number; "This report has had bonus orders" + Totext (Counthal, 0) + "." While this will work, there is a much simpler way to make the same task with a single formula using any variable. Consider the following formula:
TOWORDS ({PAYROLL.NET_CHECK_AMT}) If inserted on the report, this formula returns the following for a record of employees with net salary of $ 1,231.15: a thousand two hundred thirty-one and 15/100 in more complex relationships, you could Want to choose only a few parts of strings (the initial first of a name was previously mentioned as an
example). Watch www.crystalbook.com. The last statement within the function is Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "End Function Block that assigns a value to the name of the function determiner that the function returns to the calling formula. But how does it determine where characters are and are they? The logical basic syntax constructs are very similar, if not identical,
to their Visual Basic counterparts. In this example, if the order amount is exceeding $ 5,000, The bonus variables will be increased by one and the Variable of the GoodCustomer will be assigned the name of the customer. In the test if of the del Make sure you use similar data types in every single comparison operation. While it is probably possible to
use the crystal reports a vast formula language to create these special formulas, using logic more and more than a formula or sharing logic with other report designers, it is the point where one Custom function becomes really useful. You will be presented with a dialogue similar to the dialog box previously described that require you to appoint the
object and choose a position in the repository for the object (SQL commands can be stored in the same folder structure configured in the repository explorer). Ã, one of the first adjustments you need to do when creating custom functions, unlike formulas, is the management of the topics of the function. This display of net rights takes into account the
hereditary rights from a higher level folder and the crystal management server, as well as rights specifically granted and denied at this level. The following list is a formula that sets a variable for a database field of the phone number and then uses a bit of work to search for dashes in the variable. In this example, the two quotation marks side by side
indicate an empty string, so Totext does not use a thousands separator. You can also suppress any combination of hours, minutes and seconds to show the time spent in the way you want. The integrated time function (used in a different format in this example) is also used to return a type of data data, using three arguments: now, minute and second.
These objects are connected to the repository and can be modified, resized or formatted until they have been disconnected. This is, in essence, a comment field you can leave empty or With the text of your choice (probably the name of the person who has developed the custom function). Page 23 When creating record selection criteria with the
selected expert, actually creates a formula using the crystal crystal report formula behind the scenes. And if you want to change the order of the default values has already been added, choose the value in the list you want to move and click the up or down arrow to the right of the list. The formulas that include the sum, the average or other summary
functions are included in this step. If you start the selected expert and see a tab for a field you do not want to select, click the Delete button on the right side of the supplier to delete the current tab. However, even if you declare a variable and assign a value in a formula, and then declares it again in a formula that appears more in the report, you will
keep the value from the first formula. However, the custom functions appear in its area of customized function shaft functions, as shown in Figure 6-1. The IF-Then-Allic formulas perform a test on a database field, another formula or a combination of them. This is discussed more ahead in this chapter in the handling of the record selection formula
directly. Although this complaint can or may not sound true, there is no doubt that common programming language elements can be found in the crystal report formula languages. Remember that all expressions that derive from a case clause must be the same data types Ã ¢ â,¬ "It is possible to have a clause Returning a string and another case
clause returns a number. You will also find converted Other NULL values in the default option to manage other non-database values (such as other formulas) that could return null values. The format string (sometimes indicated as a mask) uses special characters Ã ¢ â,¬ sterling signs; zeros; decimal points; the letters d, m, y; and so via Ã ¢ â,¬ "as a
placeholder to indicate how the data must be formatted when they come In a string. If you want to update only connected objects based by Report by-Report, leave this global option off and check instead the update repository objects check box in the Open File dialog box when a crystal crystal opens Unlike many other languages, declare a variable
more than once in crystal reports does not restore its value to zero or vacuum (with the exception of local variables, as described in the following section). The formula will be evaluated for each record in the database. You simply consist of the following: If {Orders.order quantity}> 1000 then when you place this in the Details section, return a
constant number of 1 when an order exceeds $ 1,000. While a bit of copying and creative bonding for the shared word processor or text files may have provided a fragmentary response to this question, the overall response has usually been n. Perhaps the new feature is waiting for crystal 9 ratios, the repository, took care of this need. If you need to
change the rights after viewing net rights, click the Preview button again to return the list of groups and users to an editable state. If, however, the selection criteria have expanded so that the saved data does not contain all the records you specify, you need to update the report so that the database can be requested. Although not required, you can
also add a name and description of the author for your voice. But since @ship days is a numerical formula, you will see a zero on the report if the order has been entered and sent the same day. You can also see which fields are indexed using the database expert links tab. You may want to put this in a group header for an order, before the individual
advertising elements for the order present in the details section. For example, if you create the following as the first line of a basic syntax function: daysbetweendas function _ (bdate as the date, edate optional as data = currentdate) Able to call the function in a formula using one or two topics, as the second argument is optional. This is discussed
more in the chapter. Navigate in the folder structure to find the desired SQL command. You can, however, rename and e SQL commands from the repository Explorer using the same techniques described for text and bitmap objects. This string can contain different variants of strings similar to date, for example 10/19/99, 17 March 2000, 21 Feb 2003,
and so on. So, for the variables to be real benefit, they need to keep their values during the report process. Finish are connected, the repository will control their appearance and size (in the case of text objects and bitmap graphics), or their text (in the case of the SQL commands and custom functions). The left function requires a string argument and
a numerical topic. Figure 5-9 shows the correct totals now displayed on the upper report N. When you click OK, the SQL command will be added to the repository. If you want to place the object in a folder, select the folder where you want to place the new object. Look at the following formula, which states and conditionally assigns different variables:
currency bonusamount; Stringvar MayctcustName; Datatimevar DateBonusreached; If {orders.order quantity}> bonusamount then (more AltocustName: = {customer.customer name}; datebonusreached: = {orders.order data}; bonusamount: = {orders.order amount}) look closely at this formula. However, when the report runs and the formula
meets the value of the non-compliant string, you will see the following: To avoid these runtime errors, use an IF-Ther-Else statement (described more in the chapter) in combination with a ' Another function, Isdate, to convert to a date value only if the string can be interpreted by crystal reports as the date. See Chapter 7 For more information on
adding these customized features to reports. Rather than preserving the objects of the repository in a separate SQL database, they are now stored in the same database used Crystal Enterprise crystalline management server. In these dialog boxes, see a repository folder that you can expand to see the structure of the folder that has been In the
repository. Deleting a custom function from the repository is quite simple. Select Case is much more suitable for this type of logic. The cycle cycle uses a counter variable to keep track of how many times a specified piece of logic has been cycled. The variable accumulates the amounts of orders in each detailed section as the report progresses. For
example, if the object is displayed as $ 121.22 and this button clicks this button, the number will be displayed as $ 121.2. This button will only be enabled if all selected objects are currency or numeric fields and if at least one decimal point is already shown. Tip Ã, More details on creating formulas with the formula expert and using custom functions
in the formulas can be found in chapters 5 and 6. You can also order repository objects by name or type by clicking the desired radio button. Once the database expert is closed and I arrived at the report design tab, view the Explorer repository. Type a name for the custom function. Page 6 As a general rule, the formulas contain their value only for
the duration of a database record. Choose the Record report selection record from the drop-down menus or select Record Selection in the Formula Workshop formula formulas category to create the formula in this way. If a numerical formula is added to a field containing a null value, the formula won to treat the null as a zero and returns a numerical
result with the rest of the addition Ã ¢ â,¬ "the formula returns a null. Business Objects has provided the Migration Wizard of the Crystal Repository (a separate Windows program) with Crystal Enterprise 10 to achieve this migration. In the previously mentioned scenario, it is necessary The report that exists between the two criteria from one and to
an or. This is a simple process that you can apply directly from the selected expert or using the formula editor. If you choose the least or equal to a The field can be equal to or less than you are comparing. If there is already an object with the same name in the destination folder, you will be notified that it will be overwritten. If you want to remove a
value already added, choose it in the lower list and click the Remove button. This is particularly attractive to using the built-in date range functions is the self-maintenance of the report. If you select in a date / time field with the operator between the operator, providing only a date, as opposed to a date and time, it will operate, but the crystal reports
will automatically take the times or after the midnight of the first appointment. In this example, DDDD characters completely specify the day of the week to be completely expelled. When calculating two time fields together, the result is in a few seconds. While this change will undoubtedly last among the organizations that have adopted the crystal
company in the past, or that have established existing shared repositories on the SQL stand-alone databases, provides a certain additional level of central management that you may find useful. You could obviously type these items alone, as well as associated formula code. If you use the DIM statement in basic syntax, the default setting for the
variable will be local Ã ¢ â,¬ and will be available only for use only in the rest of the formula in which it was declared. The repository in Crystal Reports is used with the repository Explorer, a separate frame (or a non-oriented dialog box) within the report designer, similar to the Explorer field. If the field you are tested is numeric, you need to use a
constant number, as in the sample of orders.order shown above. There are also two variables: one to accumulate the count of bonus orders for each group and one to be counted for relation. Creative use of logical constructs, as if-then-otherwise or SELECT custody, together with the variable assignment, provides the flexibility of the reports that
rivals it Many programming languages. For example, look at the report shown in Figure 8-1. When using variables in a formula, it may be necessary to force the formula to evaluate in a different step than it would be by default. When creating its own custom functions (extracting the logic from an existing formula or creating the function from
scratch), it is necessary to consider whether the function will have to accept the topics from the call formula, how many arguments require the function, which types of data requires , which types of data require arguments will be and if you want to provide one or more predefined values for each topic. If, for example, you want to create a credit
container report that shows the actual expiration date of an invoice, the date itself could be calculated using the invoice date (a date field) and the terms (a numeric field), as follows : {Ar.inv_date} + {ar.terms} Although this formula is not explicitly defined as a formula given, returns a data type of the date showing the date on which the invoice is
due, provided that the term field contains The number of days required for payment (30, 45 and so on). Otherwise, the two-digit year will be converted to 1900. Although this can make the formula more understandable, it is optional. You can add any of the objects to the repository to appropriate areas of the report. If the function already exists (the
previously disconnected), you will be asked to confirm that you want to overwrite the existing repository function. These styles provide more used formatting styles that you can select with a mouse click. Here is an example of a custom function of basic syntax that returns the spurt-out name of a corporate department based on a short abbreviated
name as a topic: SPRESEDDepartment (Abbreviazione come stringa) come stringa Select Case Abbreviation Case "HR" SpelledDepartment = "Risorse umane" Caso "IT" SpelledDepartment = "Information Technology" Caso "Exec" SpelledDepartment = = "ENG" CASE SPELLEDDEPARTMENT = "ENGINEERING" CASE ELSETDEDEDEPARTMENT =
End abbreviation Select End function The basic layout (no expected word game) of a basic syntax function is the formula code within a function and function block the final. Here is a simple SE-Then-extension formula that returns a string based on an order amount: if {orders.Order amount}> 5000, then "Order Bonus" to the "Regular order" the
database field of the amount Order is tested to see if its value is greater than 5,000. To do what, add a statement of evaluation of the first statement in the formula. And if you disconnect a custom function from the repository to change it, you probably wish to save the updated function on the repository again. Figure 5-4 contains a report that
calculates a total of running using a variable. It is false includes records in which the field is equivalent to false. If the customer has purchased more than $ 50,000 in Merchandise last year, the three-day shipping exception will apply. More information on using Business View Manager are discussed later in this chapter, as well as in chapter 17. If you
can search through the result of the characters for the characters and return only the portion before these characters, you will have a successful formula . To disconnect a custom function from the repository, right-click on the function you want to change in the formula formation shaft (this must be a function in the category of personalized report
functions Ã ¢ â,¬ to disconnect or Change a custom function that has no first state added to the report). Again, you want to run the selected expert before viewing the report preview. Otherwise, you will receive a string is required here. So expand To reveal SQL commands or business views that are in the repository. This is important Ã ¢ â,¬ "Ã easy
to confuse and use only the same sign alone. This is because the clauses of the then Else have yet to return the same type of data. You are you Use a name already used by a crystal report function. A second topic of the second number for the totaxt determines how many decimals use the crystal reports when converting the number or the currency
field in a text string. Click the report or database field to which you want to base the selection of records. Create and name the new custom function in the formula workshop as described above in the chapter. You can also right-click on the selected field and select Select Expert from the pop-up menu. This can lead to apparent inaccuracies on your
relationship. If the formulas do not include references to database fields or summary functions, calculate in this step. Use the custom repository functions in the formula workshop. I have a relationship that takes part of the partnucks and meets me with other partnights. If you don't want to view the filter text boxes anymore, just click the Advanced
Filtrating Toolbar button, right-click and choose the Advanced Filter pop-up menu option. Here is another permutation of this formula: currency bonusamount varies; Stringvar MayctcustName; Datatimevar DateBonusreached; If {orders.order amount}> bonusamount then (mattimocustname: = {customer. Customer name}; datebonusreached: =
{orders.order data}; bonusamount: = {orders.order amount}); "Starting from this order, the amount to beat is" and Totext (Bonusamount) + "set by" & WicecustName & "On" & Totext (Datebonusreached, "M / D / AA") This formula not only declares Variables, it also assigns them conditionally and then concatena and shows them, convert them into
text according to need. In this particular formula, the customercount variable will keep its value from the record to record, then will come From one each time the formula is performed. When creating a custom function, you have the choice of both Crystal Reports (or Syntax) formula languages just as you do the creation of a report formula. If you
showed field field Disabled in file options (previously discussed in the chapter), then you will see the formula to appear with the word TRUE on the Design tab. Also, you may need a more sophisticated custom function of an existing formula or the existing formula may contain items that prohibit it to be used as a base for a custom function (it can use
global variables, evaluation time, or other limiting features). The first of these programmed-oriented characteristics is if-then-aimed logic in the formulas. Otherwise, choose the name of the ODBC data source that points to the repository database. This because you have not disconnected the custom function from the repository. If the custom function
is a modified version of an existing repository function, you probably want to reconnect the custom function to the repository with the changes. If the test is true, the formula returns the bonus order string. To choose more objects to format simultaneously, click Ctrl-Click on a click more than an object (note that all the objects you have selected will
have a shaded outline around them). If you insert a formula in a group more page, you will be evaluated when each press group footer. This will redispore the Choose field dialog box, from which you can choose another field to compare to. Tip Ã, Crystal Reports Apply a logic and all cards in the selected expert Ã ¢ â,¬ All criteria must be trouble for a
record to be selected. See the following compound SE-THEN-ELSE statements: if {@ship days} = 0 then "shipped the same day" otherwise if {@ship days} = 1 then "shipped in 1 day" Other "sent in" + totext ( {@Ship days}, 0) + "days" This is a relatively simple formula that controls if the formula of days Returns one 0 or a 1, return a different
string value in each case. Crystal reports generally express its report processing in the following three steps, during which they are automatically certain types of formulas formulas After the case clauses have been defined, it is possible to provide an optional default clause, followed by a colon and the expression that you want to return the formula if
none of the clauses of the cases corresponds to the selection value. Formula allows you to enter any Boolean formula using the Crystal Report formula language. If a variable is assigned a database value, the crystal reports evaluate that the formula in the passage during the reading of the records passes (the formula will become a first step formula).
Note that the drop-down list will override the operators discussed in the table, in addition to the operators as they except that they start is not. Then you will see them in the Design tab, but not on the Preview tab or on any other output of the report. The repository explorer has been slightly improved in Crystal Reports 10 by adding a toolbar, the
possibility of checking an ordered view of repository folders and objects and filtering functional to limit the display of certain repository objects. Because all the elements of the formula are numbers, the most sign will add the numbers together and return a numeric response. The following section describes how to add a custom function to the
repository. The source drop-down list will control the existing version 9 repository name (if you run the migration wizard from a crystal computer 9 or Crystal Enterprise 9 computer) or a list of all ODBC data sources available on your computer ( If the computer running the wizard is not connected to a repository version 9). If you have chosen an
operator that compares only with an element (as equal to, less than, or greater than), an additional drop-down list will appear. There are two ways to create a new custom function: Basing it on one Existing or create it from scratch. Just expand the custom functions category of the formula workshop repository, select the custom function you want to
delete and press the Dell button. With the function you To edit displayed in the custom functions editor, click the Display Properties Toggle button in the Workshop formula toolbar, or right-click on the function name in the Formula workshop tree and select Composition switched on from the menu pop-up. Thousands separator separator of a separator
of a separator of thousands (the symbol chosen as a predefined separator in the Windows control panel) inside the object. You can also use an existing report formula in the selection of records. A small dialog box will appear showing various information about the object. You can use TOTEXT to convert numbers, dates, timetables Ã ¢ â,¬) practically
any other type of data Ã ¢ â,¬ for strings. There is no specific limit to how many levels you can nest these, but obviously the formula becomes difficult to follow after only one or two levels. But when the record selection criteria are changed, the crystal reports do not know if it needs it or not to request the database. Date / time and temporal variables
do not have default. You can simply enter the literal element you want to compare directly from the drop-down list. If the test returns True, the formula returns a string for the words the same day. Holding down the CTRL key while dragging copy the object in the new position, leaving the object in its original position. However, if the test returns false,
the formula returns @ship days, which is a number. Perform these steps: Start the formula workshop by clicking the Formula Workshop button in the Expert Tools toolbar or by choosing the report formula seminar from the drop-down menus. Your test can be simple or complex It is necessary that it is Ã ¢ â,¬ "perhaps just controlling if a sales figure
exceeds the $ 1,000 bonus threshold. If you do not have access to a complete Crystal Enterprise installation, you need to install the migration wizard of the migration wizard of the Crystal repository on a Windows computer from the CE program CD 10. Another function in both crystal crystal reports Syntax can be a life preserver with future and past
calculations. The selected expert can be performed from the Record selection section of one of the report wizards or after choosing and the linked tables using the Blank Report option. Here is the same formula created using this abbreviated approach: number of GroupBonus NumBertare; NUMBERVAR GROUPFOLLOWUPCOUNT; ReportBonus
number; NumberVar ReportfollowupCount; Stringvar GoodCustomer; If {orders.order amount}> 5000 then (groupbonus: = groupbonus + 1; reportbonus: = reportbonus +1; goodcustbunus +1; goodcustomer: = {customer.customer name}) else (groupfollowupcount: = groupfollowupcount + 1; reportfollowupcount + 1; GoodCustomer: = "") Warning
is, in the previous example, you need to make sure you include the declaration to assign the well-being variable an empty string in the Else clause. If you want to create additional folders, you can create high-level folders by repeating previous steps (make sure you have selected the CE server before clicking the button on the folder toolbar). The
custom functions in the repository, however, are not automatically displayed with the function shaft unless the report is first added. If you want to change the original formula to use the function, check the Edit formula to use the New custom function check box. First of all, create the SQL command so that it is displayed in the selected tables of the
database expert tables. Do this by specifying the category in the category text box. For example, you can place the following formula in the group's most page to show the customer who has reached the bonus in the Region Group: Stringvar MaycustName you do not need to position other statements in the formula to show Variable value Né either
point and comma At the end of the declaration line Ã ¢ â,¬ "is the last line in the formula. Page 12 One of the main advantages of crystal reports Custom functions are the possibility of sharing them not only Among the Report Reports They can design, but among the reports that other types of crystals also report user design. You can copy the formula
for the clipbooar D and paste it into the custom function editor when creating the function from scratch (make changes to the copied formula to function as a function) or change the report formula (perhaps explicitly setting variable purpose To the room), then extract the function from the updated formula. Note Ã, if you want to copy repository
objects from an Enterprise 10 crystal system to another, use the crystal import wizard instead of the migration wizard. Crystal Reports considers all Boolean operators (and, or, and not) equally in the order of precedence (discussed previously in this chapter). However, in some dialog boxes, you will also notice a small icon of the vertical bar next to
the object name, which will indicate that the object is connected to the repository. If you want to track quotas or similar values for both group levels and report levels (for example, you want to view the customer bonus for each region and for the entire report), you need to assign and maintain Two series of variables: one for the group level that is
restored to the group header and one for the report level that are not reset. If you leave the other and the test returns false, the formula will produce an empty string. Make the necessary changes on this screen and click the same button on the toolbar or use the same choice of pop-up menu to switch to the custom function editor. If you use a PC-style
database located on a local or network hard drive, Crystal Reports performs the selection of the record itself, reading each record in the database and maintaining only those Correspond. This happens because the formula is accumulating the total racing at a time other than when it actually performs it on the report, and since the formula to reset the
total racing is evaluating again again during the report report Object in bold format using bold emphasis. When using the extract function, discussed previously in the chapter, you can create customized functions with more arguments, you cannot create functions that accept or return complex data types. Once you have saved any custom function,
even removing it from a formula, the change must be performed in the custom function editor. When you try to add an object to the repository in the same folder with the same name, you will be notified that an object already exists and given the opportunity to update the version in the repository with the version you find. Figure 5-4: Total Running
Using a variable How you can see, the report is a simple detailed report Ã ¢ â,¬ "There are no groups. The number of orders must be shown both at the group level and at the end of the report . For example, you might have an existing formula on your report, @Ship Days, which calculates the number of days it used to send an order. Deleting a SQL
command from the repository must be done in the repository explorer Ã ¢ â,¬ " You cannot delete a SQL command from the repository in the database expert. If you use a subtotal or summary field created on your report in the SELECT expert (perhaps you choose the amount of the customer. Years of years years instead of the customer. Sales

database field below), you will use the selection of the group instead of Record selection. Do not forget that the selection of a summary or a subtotal field in the selected expert will create a group selection formula instead of a record selection formula. If you want to remove a group or a user where you have previously set the rights to, select the user
or group and click the Delete toolbar button (the X). Note ã, the ampersand concatenation operator Available in both crystal and basic syntax. Save the object in the repository in the same folder and with the same name as the original object. Select the object, hold the mouse button for a few seconds a a The object in modification mode and change.
Select Case is very similar to its Visual Basic counterpart. Most modern PC and SQL databases support some or all these types of data. For example, the formula 25 + 7 + 100 returns a numerical result of 132. Here is an example of crystalline syntax to assign a variable a value to a separate line: WhilemplationRecords; Personalized numbervar;
Persercount: = Persercount + 1 Here, the CustomerCount variable is declared on the first line (finished with a semicolon) and assigned to the second line. Similar procedures will add SQL commands and corporate views on the report from the repository to other data dialogs. You can use something similar to the following: if it is not
inepeatogroupheader, groupboonus: = 0 Page 4 Many advanced users (especially those with programming backgrounds) will often find some of the procedural capacities of high-level computer languages useful when Design reports. This formula compares the field in the next record at the same field in the current record. It is as if you can search for
partial text matches using wildcards to search for records that contain special characters or groups. Other functions available in running totals are the same as those available for summaries. Although there is no way to change the group tree in this situation, it is possible to correct the total problem using the totals running instead of large totals. If,
for example, you want to track a customer name from the record to record and the customer name field in the database is a string data type, you need to declare a string variable to contain the information. Clicking the Text Help button will simply see another dialog box which you can type the text of the free module that describes the custom
function, providing more details on its topics or return value or other useful information. And, he doesn't take a mathematical degree to see him see him The great totals are not added. In other words, if you ask to see the registers in which the country is used, a record will be returned if the database field contains mixed characters, such as the United
States? The dazzling exception, however, is when a formula uses variables. You must also give each variable a name. Choose disconnects from the repository from the pop-up menu. Contrast that with this formula: "25" + "7" + "100" or "25" and "7" and "100" which returns a string result of 257100. Decimal decrease decrease the number of decimal
seats displayed. Once this operation has been done, all custom functions has been added by the repository, now will appear in the custom functions of the function tree to be added to the formulas. However, it may be necessary to use it with formulas that contain variables. You can use the Boolean formula in the selection of the advanced record
(covered in chapter 8) and conditional formatting (covered in chapter 9) to limit the report to certain records or to have certain objects on the report appear with a different formatting. Then, click the Folder button in the Explorer Repository toolbar or on the right mouse button on and select New folder from the pop-up menu. If the test fails (returns
false), a different result will be returned. If you click on the arrow in the drop-down list, the selected expert will navigate the database and will list some sample elements from that database field. Then, if Tordi returns thirty and XX / 100, you want to extract the first six characters from the left (until they are found). All these are applications for a
formula that manipulates or creates string data. This will display the Default Values dialog box. Consider the following example. Choose the appropriate item from the drop-down list. Look Functions or online help for Datetimevalue, Timevalue, Isdatetime and Isstime. Thus, this formula appears with the small x s on the Design tab (if the field names
show are deactivated â €
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